
A PROBLEM IN THE REDUCTION OF HYPERELLIPTIC INTEGRALS*

BY

JOHN   HECTOR  McDONALD

The reduction of hyperelliptic integrals to elliptic has been treated in numer-

ous memoirs. In the more general case of the reduction of abelian (non-hyper-

elliptic) integrals, the properties of the table of normal periods have been

investigated by Weierstrass f and M. Poincare,J while the case p = 3 has

been treated in detail by Mme. Kowalewsky f by Weierstrass' methods.

Professor Königsberger § has drawn attention to the resemblance between

Jacobi's transformation theory of elliptic integrals and the reduction theory of

hyperelliptic integrals, which is such that the latter appears as a generalization

of the former.

A fundamental memoir by M. Picard || contains new results and suggests

new problems. It is shown that when, to the relation y2 — R6(x), R6(x),

denoting a polynomial of the sixth degree, there belongs a reducible integral,

there exists also a second one, that these two form a system of normal integrals

and that the table of periods corresponding to them is

1   0    G   I
( D an integer )

M. Picard shows also that these integrals are both reducible by transforma-

tions of degree D. The condition for the existence of reducible integrals belong-

ing to y2 = RCt(x) is an algebraic relation among the roots of R6(x) = 0.

The following problem presents itself: Given one reducible integral and its

reducing transformation, to determine the second one.    This problem has given

* Presented to the Society (San Fraucisco) February 24, 1906. Received for publication July

11, 1906.

tMme. Kowalevsky, Acta Matbematica, vol. 4 (1884), p. 393.

+ Poixcare, Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 12 (1884), p.

124.

§ Königsberger, Crelle, vol. 67 (1867), p. 58, p. 97.

|{ Picard,  Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 11 (1883), p. 25.
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rise to numerous researches. With the help of the theory of transformation of

¿^-functions, it has been solved when D = 4 by Professor Bolza.* By alge-

braic means, it has been solved when D = 3 by M. Goursat,| and when

I) = 2 by Professor Hutchinson.J The algebraic side has been studied by

the writer § when D = 4. In the case D = 3 , an elegant geometrical investi-

gation has been given by Professor Bolza ; || while a portion of his results had

been previously given by M. Humbert.^

I propose in this paper to give the solution of the problem for the trans-

formation of any order. The method which I shall use differs from any used

by the writers mentioned and depends on an application of the theory of resi-

dues. Further the result will be so stated as to show its independence of linear

transformation.

The reducing substitutions of reducible integrals may be studied by the

methods that have been applied to the transforming substitutions of elliptic

integrals. Further, there remains the problem of deriving the second reducible

integral when one is given, while the hyperelliptic relation is not assumed to be

in the normal form y2 = R6(x).     To these problems I hope to return.

I.   Algebraic formulation of the problem.

Let Bt(x) he a polynomial of the 6th degree and let y2 = R6(x).    Then

/-'-***

is a hyperelliptic integral of genus 2 and of the first kind.

Such an integral is called reducible if there exists a rational function

f(x)/F(x) such that when the transformation of variable z=f(x)/F(x) is

made, the integral (1) is transformed into

r    dz

J VR'W

Rfz) being a polynomial of degree 4.

In order that the function f(x)/F(x) shall exist, the polynomial R0(x)

must satisfy a condition. The degree of this fraction is called the degree of the

transformation.

* Bolza, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 28 (1887), p. 447.

t Gouksat, Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 13 (1885), p. 143.

Í Hutciiinson, Chicago dissertation, 1897.

I McDonald, Transactions American Matheiuatical Society, vol. 2 (1901), p. 437.

|j Bolza, Mathematische Annalen,  vol.50 (1898), p. 313; vol. 51 (1899), p. 478.

\ Humbeiit, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 16 (1894), p. 238.
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Supposing (1) to be reducible, we know from the theorem of M. Picard that

there exists a second integral

'F+Q'xI y dx (PQ'-P'Q + O),

which is reducible by a transformation z = ep(x)/<P(x), and that the degrees

of f(x)/F(x) and cf>(x)/<&(x) are the same.

The reduction problem may be put in an algebraic form from which appears

the resemblance to Jacobi's transformation problem of elliptic integrals. Let

homogeneous variables be introduced by writing x = xx/x2. The differential

of x is then

x2dxx — xxdx2 _ (xdx)

x2 x2

in the current notation of the theory of invariants.    The integral of the first

kind appears as

/
L*|H^) Bfax,) = (xa)(xß)(xy)(xd)(xß)(xy).

For reducibility we must be able to find two polynomials,

2;i=/i(a3ia52)'        h =ft(xix2)

of degree D such that the transformation of x into z gives

r(xS)(xdx)_  r

J 1rZ(^x;)~J '■
(zdz)

■>lR\(zxz2y
where

Ä4(Z122) = (ZX-)(^)(W)(SÖ")-

In this form the problem of constructing reducible integrals or of determin-

ing whether or not a given integral is reducible is purely algebraic and is a

special case of the construction of a binary involution of given discriminant, an

important but unsolved problem.

On carrying out the transformation we obtain results analogous to those in

the elliptic integral transformation theory.* We have to make a distinction

between the cases D odd and D even. Supposing that D = 2k + 1 and letting

H,._x, cbk, -i/r,., x,c be forms of degree shown by their subscripts, we must have

\A - \ft" (xa)(vß)(xy)JIl-i,     m2./; -1*1/2 = (xa')<l>l'

vtf\ - "i ft = ( xß' ) fl - °"2./i - °"i A = ( «7' ) x;,..

(zdz) = â(xdx),     /â = IIcptx(x8'),

*Jacobi, Fundamenta Nora, Werke, vol. 1, p. 57.
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where?? denotes the Jacobian of the forms fx, f2. We see then that (xS),

the numerator of the reducible integral, must he a factor of the Jacobian of fx

and f2, that is, a double element in the involution X/j + ff2 •

Supposing that D = 2k, we must have (if the transformation is indecom-

posible) *

\Á - \ft = (a*)(«*')#-P */, - r\A = (xß)(xß')+U,

vtfi - "1/2 = (xv)(xy')xl-n      o-Jx - °-i/2 = H\,

Û = ep^xH(xh),        (zdz) = â(xdx).

Again (xS) is a factor of the Jacobian of fx,f2.

The particular problem to be treated in this paper is the following : Given

that
'(xS)(xdx)r(xs

J VSy¡R6(xxx2)

is reducible by the transformation

Z\ —fliXl Xl)l Z2—fÀX\X2)-<

to determine a linear form (xS' ), so that

(xS')(xdx)

P̂s(XlX2)
shall also be reducible.

II.    THE   NORMAL   INTEGRALS   AND  THE  REDUCING   SUBSTITUTION.

Let us now return to non-homogeneous variables and suppose such a linear

transformation made as shall convert the two numerators into 1 and x, so that

the reducible integrals are

'"»dx . rxyxdx

y

rxydx , r
u=  \    — and        v =   I

t/j-0y0 y Jxo

Let ax, a2, a3, a0 a5, a6 be the six zeros of R6(x) = 0 and suppose them so

numbered and the point x0 so chosen that the a's may be joined to xQ by lines

which do not interfere and which succeed each other in the order one to six.

Let A. denote the integral u taken from x0, with the initial determination

y0 of y, along the line from x0 to a{, and let Bi denote the integral v along the

same path.    Then the following represent a system of normal periods.f

*It may be shown that those decompositions cf Se ( xxx2 ) into four factors, two or more of

which are of zero degree, arise from a reduction of degree k combined with a quadratio transfor-

mation of the elliptic integral.

fBRiOT, Fonctions Abéliennes, p. 64.
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2AX - 2A2, 2A2 - 2A3, 2AX - 2A2 + 2A3 - 2Ai, 2Ai - 2A5,

2BX - 2B2, 2B2 - 2B3, 2BX - 2B2 + 2B3 - 2BA, 2B4 - 2B5.

If we suppose that u and v are a pair of reducible integrals, then by the

theorem of M. Picard we may suppose this table identical with

1     G    °     D

0    D   1    G'.

Let ,S7í,(ií) be an elliptic function constructed with the periods

2K=ß,        2iK'=G;

then according to M. Picard, sn(u)sn(2Ax — u) is a rational function of x of

degree D :
f(x)

sn(u)sn(2Ax-u)= F,~y

Expressing sn(ti) in terms of <?-functions, we have

sn(u)
1   H(u)

<k®(üy

H(u) and ©(«) being Jacobi's #-functions and k a modulus corresponding to

the periods 1/D and G, the (^-functions being supposed constructed with the

same periods.    The following relations hold :
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8Í«45) = «(«), %(u+ G)=- e~2i"^u+^®(u),

n(u + -p\ = -H(u),       II(u+ G) = - e~*"r2,("+»)Ä'(«).

We shall now find the sums of the zeros and infinities of the function

f(xs
sn(u)sn(2Ax-u)=~^y

To this end we suppose a star cut out of the x plane in the manner before

described and illustrated in the figure.

The points ABCDEF are supposed to be indefinitely near x0.

If we suppose the integration carried out from a definite one of the inner

points of the star, then ti is a uniform function of x in the plane'as cut. We

shall choose the point F as initial point in integration.

Then if period multiples be ignored, to any value of x in the uncut plane cor-

respond two values of the integral, viz., u and 2AX — u, and the sum of the

zeros of f(x)/F(x) is given according to the formula of Cauchy by

5—. fxd\ogII(u)ff(2Ax-u),

and the sum of the poles by

s—. £xdlog@(u)®(2Ax—u),

the integrations being taken around the star in such a way as to leave the point

co on the left, or in the clockwise sense if the roots are arranged as in the figure.

The most convenient way to carry out these integrations* is to write

fxd log If(u)fI(2Al-u) = fx[d log II(2Ai-u) + d log //( u )] .

Beversing the order of the second integration, we get

/ xd log H( 2A, — ») - f xd log //( u ),

the first integration being performed from F towards E and the second from F

towards A.

If we let u, represent the value of the integral at a point on the opposite side

* Picard, loe. cit., p. 50.
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of the loop from where the value u is attained, as exhibited on loop 2, we may

combine the two integrals into one :

I xd logH(2Ax-ux)

H(u)
= I xd log

H(u')

H(u)
(u' = 2Ax-ux).

This integral, may be considered as the sum of six others taken along the six

loops.    We shall call these I(i=l,---,6).

To find these we observe that the difference u —u is constant along any

loop, since u and u are integrals with the same integrand function, as may be

seen from counting the number of reversals of sign that have taken place in

reaching the loop.

It suffices to calculate this difference at the beginning of the loop, that is, at

corresponding points such as A and F.

We may conveniently denote by uA,uB, ■■ ■ the values of the integral at the

points A, B, • ■ •.    Accordingly,

u'A = 2AX — uA = 2AX — 2AX = 0,        uF = 0,

and the difference along the first loop is u'A — uF = 0.

On loop 2 the difference is u'B — uA = 2A2 — 2AX, since

u'B = 2Ax — uB = 2Ax — 2Ax + 2A2,        uA = 2Ax.

In this way the successive differences may be found. They are here tabulated

and expressed in terms of the periods 1/D and G.

Loop.

1
2

3
4

0

2A2 - 2AX

2A2-2A3-(2AX-2A2)

2A2-2A3

2A2-2Az+2Ai-2As

2A2-2A3 + 2Ai-2Ai

0
-1

£-1
G

1
D
1

D

G +

G +

Referring to the relations for the addition of periods to the argument of H,

we find

lx=fxd\ogl = 0,        I2 = fxdlog(±l) = 0,

= I xd\og
H(u+ G-l)

H(u)
= j xd log ( ±e.

-2niD(u+ J)-,
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= — 2rriB I xdu = — 2iriD I dv,

It= j'xd\og^~S^=  f-2-jriDx(-du) = 2-jriD fdv,

h(u+g+"b)
7S=  I xdlog—-jj-'- = — 2rriB I dv,

B-L+G + l)
i6=  I xdlog—^-jy-'- = 2-rriB I dv.

These integrals are supposed to be taken on their respective loops with the

initial determination y0 of y.

Referring to the table of periods of the integrals u and v we can express the

integrals / in terms of Bi as follows :

71 = 0, 72=0, I3=-2rriD 2B3,

Ií = 2ttíD-2Bi,        Ii=-27riB 2B,,        Ii = 2iñD-2Bi.

Hence

27. = 2-wiD(-2B3 + 2Bt - 2B5 + 236) = 2rriD(2Bx -2B2) = 0,

sin CG

2BX - 2B2 + 2B3 - 2B, + 2i?6 - 2B6 = 0.

Since 2li = 0, we have proved that

/ xd log H( u ) H( 2AX - u ) = 0

or the sum of the zeros of the rational function f(z)/F(z) vanishes.

In esseutially the same manner, we may prove that the sum of its infinities

also vanishes.

If we write explicitly

f(x) _ a0xD + axxD-x H-\-aD

F(x)-b0x^>+bxxD-1 + ■■■ + b1),

then our results are simply that ax = 0, bx = 0.

We can now solve the problem which was proposed, viz., given a reducible

hvperelliptic integral

fP-±^dx
J     y
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and its reducing substitution z =f(x)/F(x), to find the second integral

J       y

reducible by a transformation of the same degree.

Solution : Make the linear transformation

ax' + ß

yx' + B

and so determine a, ß, y, B that the first reducible integral shall have a con-

stant numarator and the reducing fraction f(x)/F(x) shall be transformed into

one wanting its terms of degree D — 1. Then the second reducible integral

has a numerator proportional to x .

We proceed to define this process in a way independent of linear transforma-

tion, which will at the same time show its uniqueness and thus complete the

demonstration of its validity.

III.   Application of the theory of invariants.

Let/'= a" and cb = 6" be two binary forms of degree n. Then if the nth

transvectant of f over </> or (f, cb)n = (ab)n vanishes, the forms f and eb are

said to be apolar.

The apolarity condition extended is

n(n— 1),
«A - naA-x + —2~ " Ü2 »~2-± ft« » =   "

Let \f\ + líif2 be a pencil of binary forms of degree n denoted by (2).

Then the forms apolar to ( 2 ) form an n — 2-fold linear system ( 2 ) :

r*l<rS + ñ»<rS¡4- ' ' " + A»—I #»-1 •

Every form of either system is apolar to every form of the other.

In the pencil X,f + \2f2 occur 2n — 2 double elements or linear forms (xè)

whose squares divide a form \fx + \fi- These forms (xS) occur n — 1-fold

in the system (2) or (xB)"~x divides a form of (2), and the complementary

factor or quotient is unique. Denote this by(a'S'). Then (xB)"~' (xB' ) is a

form of (2). Further, (xB') is distinct from (xB) unless (xB) is a factor in

every form X,^ 4 \f2i a possibility which we exclude.

If we make a linear transformation

x[ = (xS'), x'2 = (xB).

then x', is a double element in (2) and x[x2"~  is a form of (2).
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When y, and/*2 are written explicitly in terms x[, x'2,

/.   _ in    . in—I     i ,,   _   7        in 7        tn—1      i
x = a0xx   + axxx     x, + • ■ •,       j2 — o0xx   + oxxx     x2 + • • ■,

the conditions that x'xx'2"~ is apolar to fi and f2 are ax = Q,bx=Q. Conversely,

if «j = 0, bx = 0, x\ xp~  will be apolar to fx and_/2.

Hence in order that the forms of a pencil may lack the terms next the highest

it is necessary that the variables represent a double element in the pencil and

its complementary element in that form of the conjugate system in which the

double elements occur n — 1-fold.

Returning to the reduction problem, let us introduce homogeneous variables

by putting x = xx/x2.    Then the integrals and the reducing substitution become :

'x2(xdx)            Cxx(xdx) a0xf + axxf xx2 + • ■ ■ + aDx2
-,         z =

/x„(xdx) fi- y     '      J
b0xDx +bxxDx-xx2+ ... + bBxf

D '

Now we have proved that ax — 0, bx = 0.

Hence xx is the element conjugate to x'2~x in the system apolar to the forms

Xx(aaxf +■■■ + agxf) 4- X2(o0< •.. + \xf ).

Without using a special normal form let

' (xB)(xdx) r(xB')ixdx)r(xS)(xdx) r\

J     ̂ lRJx,xf), J4R6{xxx2) J   «¡R6ixxx2)

zx—fx(xxx2), j zx =_/ x(xxx2),

s2=/2(a;ia;2)'    K^/'^o.^)'

be   two   reducible   integrals   and   the   substitutions   reducing   them ;    then

(xB)B~x (xB' ) is apolar to \fx+ \ft and (xB' )D~x(xB) is apolar to \f'x +\f2.

We have now proved the

Theorem.    Given that
' (xB)(xdx)

TR6(xxx2)

is reducible by a transformation zl=fx(xxx2), z2~f2(xxx2)  of order D.

Determine   (xB')   so   that   (xB)D~x(xB' )   belongs   to   the   system   apolar   to

\xB')(xdx)

^R6(xxx2)

is reducible by a transformation of order D.

The problem proposed is completely solved and the result expressed in a

manner independent of linear transformation.

Toronto, July 6, 1906.

Trims. Am.  Math. Soc. 39
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